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Suffice it now-for an audience
In love with brevity, propense
To the essential image mirroring
The' absolute and the unvaryingTo put the truth derivable
From an excursion into hell
In words said then and so~ewhat poignant. yet:
The bad women are the hardest to forget.
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I

I see the sand, the turning shapes of time,
And they, my dear, are terrible,
Terrible.
As though the childish eye could see
The equity through the iniquity I
As though the childish hand could take
A hand to itself, and it not break
The heart, the heart I

o doom has the wings of a swan and the elegant
Colouring of a turkey. It is a fine bird
Covering continents with the spread of its wings,
Carrying to, all islands its sacred cry,
Its terrible yet moving voice.
And in the storms of sand a mirage before the eyes
There beats a dilapidated bird, absurd
In the flap of its wings, in its vain gestures,
Lost, but arrogant,
The valiant, gaunt
Angel of want,
The incredible proof
Of love.
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And, as dlese symbols pass across the screen
Of vision" we observe within,the scene
Behind the allegory of terror
Our own eyes in the mirror;
Haunted and aghast,
As though we watched the antics of the lost,
Our own presentextended~in the past ,
Upon a giant screen,
.
Metamorphosing all we 'might have been
Into this ludicrous and humble bird,
Futile, absurd.
\

II
Then the two lovers turn and gaze into,
Each other's eyes: ,each is the other's mirror.
Their capabilities expand in terror
Through the dark pupils, to each other true,
Gaze meeting gaze; and "statuesque, in horror,
The, stone lips barely murmur, "You. You."
And from the intrica,te motions of the'mind
Follow the i!1tric.ate motions of the flesh.
The child is lost behind the sudden flash
Of intimate recognition: and the sound'
Of a sobbing voice stabs, stabs the heart
With an inalienable. hurt.
It was in childhood that we saW that bird,
Flapping, flapping heavily over the sea,
That is now the symbol of our mortality,
Beautiful, but terrible, valiant, but absurd:
The end of all our t'lmings to despair.
Yet with what hope it beats, the boding air!
III
I see the sand, the turning shapes of time,
And they, my dear, are wonderful,
. Wonderful.
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As _though the childlike· eye could fail
To find a passion trulyequaU
As though the childlike hand could take
Any other hand for its own sake
Without the heart!

o love has the wings of a swan and the elegant
Feathers of a turkey and is free of want,
A tremendous and powerful bird:
The lovers look within each other's eyes
And s~e distinction in their histories,
Closed with a sudden word:
Until the flesh melts, and is soft as silk
To either lover's stroke.
It is the image of an ep9ch. And the thunders
Boom in the sky. And the guns answer.
And in the- heart
A'symbolic and more. terrible battle is fought,
Eye to eye and tongue to tongue,
Until a similar victory is won.

o

Truth, 0 Time.
We wreak our vengeance on our untoward selves,
Deliberate and suave,
Evading every issue of our love,
Sensible conqueror and senseless slave,
Until our own doom flies above the waves'
Unconquerable and 0 terrifying.
Then, as we see our error in the mirror,
We turn away to find our terror
Vanquished in each other,
And the heraldic lover
Takes his girl in his arms, and is
, Unafraid of histories: . ..
The symbol turns, changes,~old an~pure,
And the passionate eye looks outward, far
To the famous and ineffable future.
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